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CITY OF LAKE OSWEGO 
Development Review Commission Minutes 

May 4, 2015 

 

Chair Ahrend called the meeting to order at 7:00 p.m. in the Council Chambers of City Hall, 380 A 
Avenue. 

Members present:   Chair Brent Ahrend, Vice Chair David Poulson, Kelly Melendez, Paden 
Prichard, Kirk Smith, Jeff Shearer and David Rabbino 

Staff present:    Hamid Pishvaie, Assistant Planning Director; Erica Rooney, City Engineer; 
Evan Fransted, Associate Planner; Leslie Hamilton, Senior Planner; Evan 
Boone, Assistant City Attorney; and Janice Reynolds, Administrative Support 

MINUTES 
None. 

FINDINGS 
None. 

PUBLIC HEARINGS 
AP 15-02 [TR 499-15-01257]:  An appeal by Tanner and Robin Halton of a staff decision to deny a 
Type II tree removal application to remove a 27-inch English walnut tree in order to construct a 
new single-family dwelling on the site. Location of Property: 732 2nd Street (Tax Lot 3700 of Tax 
Map 2 1E 3DA).  

Chair Ahrend opened the hearing. Mr. Boone outlined the applicable criteria and procedure.  
Declarations included that Mr. Prichard, Ms. Melendez, Mr. Poulson and Mr. Ahrend each made a 
site visit. Mr. Poulson declared a potential conflict of interest in that he owned properties in the 
area. No one challenged any Commissioner’s right to hear the application.   

Staff Report 
Mr. Fransted reported that staff had denied removal of the subject 27-inch English walnut tree and 
approved removal of an American chestnut tree. The applicants contended removal was necessary 
for adequate front and rear yards, adequate off street parking in the back of the lot, and safety of 
children in the yard.   

Mr. Fransted discussed the applicable criteria. Staff found removal of the walnut tree did not meet 
two of the criteria: Criterion 1, that removal was for landscaping or development purposes; and, 
Criterion 3, that removal did not have a significant negative impact on the character, aesthetics or 
property values of the neighborhood. 

In regard to Criterion 1, removal was not necessary to construct a new dwelling. Staff had 
calculated the allowable building area inside the setbacks and compared it with the allowable 
building size. There was adequate room to revise the site/building plans to preserve the tree. There 
was no finalized building plan to look at because the house plan the applicants proposed in the 
building permitting process had to be reduced in size to meet lot coverage and floor area 
standards.   
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In regard to Criterion 3, staff found the tree was a visually prominent part of and aligned with other 
trees along the street that created the street view corridor looking from north to the south along 2nd 
Street. Removal would create asymmetry of canopy.   

Under Criterion 3 a tree could still be allowed to be removed if it was demonstrated that no 
reasonable alternative existed to allow the property to be used as permitted in the zone. In looking 
for an alternative, staff considered the site survey, the site plan, the City Arborist’s recommended 
tree protection area, and that the proposed building would have to be reduced in size from 3,242 
s.f. to 3,060 s.f. to meet the maximum lot coverage standard. The applicants had not demonstrated 
why they could not accommodate the tree while reducing lot coverage.   

The mitigation criterion could be met as the applicants proposed to replace the removed tree with 
another English walnut tree 16 feet high planted near where the existing tree was located.     

Staff discussed public comments from those in support who claimed that surrounding properties 
had similar trees and retaining the subject tree would negatively impact the back yard. Comments 
in opposition were that removal of both the English walnut and the American chestnut would 
negatively impact the view along the street and the species should be preserved.   

Questions of staff 
Mr. Fransted explained staff had approved removal of the American chestnut tree because it was 
behind other trees and not very prominent; it was not symmetrical; and it was not a prime example 
of its species. He clarified the applicants had not yet submitted a revised building plan. He clarified 
the lot coverage included the existing garage, but not a future new garage (which was shown 
crossed off on the plan) as one had not been applied for. He clarified that staff had not asked the 
City Arborist to report on the condition or age of the subject tree. The application indicated it was in 
fair condition. He confirmed in this area garages were required to be accessed off the alley. He 
clarified none of the cedar trees in the rear of the lot were being removed in this application. Mr. 
Ahrend recalled from his site visit it would be a challenge to access a new garage without removing 
at least one of those trees.   

Mr. Fransted noted there was uncertainty whether the subject tree was within the allowable 
building area. It was either on the front setback line at 20 feet or close to it at 19 feet depending on 
whether one looked at the site survey or the site plan. The approximate tree protection area was 
13.5 feet, but that could be reduced using certain construction methods.        

Applicant 
Charles Tanner Halton, 4690 SW Fairhaven Drive, Portland, Oregon, one of the owners of 732 2nd 
Street, supplemented his oral testimony with slides. The applicants had looked at the Infill Design 
Handbook to see how to create a home that blended into First Addition. They also wanted to create 
some off-street parking. He showed a slide comparing layouts of house placement with and without 
the trees they asked to remove.  

Mr. Halton discussed a photograph of the existing street right-of-way filled with parked cars, noting 
it was neither charming nor safe. The applicants would plant street trees there, as the neighbors to 
the north had done. He showed photographs of the subject tree and the tree canopy. They would 
replace the subject tree with a mature tree of the same species. It was an old walnut tree that 
extended over the sidewalk. It had decay and had lost a significant limb. It was only in fair condition 
and did not really blossom. He said the applicants believed they could create a full canopy after 
removal and a temporary reduction in canopy.   

The applicants discussed that if they moved the house back it would affect a back yard and change 
garage access to directly off the alley. It would necessitate removing a cedar tree. They were 
waiting for resolution of house placement before they finalized a plan for the garage. They believed 
they were losing an old walnut tree and gaining a safer home for their family, improved walkability, 
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healthy habitat and that it would improve the overall character of the neighborhood as there would 
be a full canopy and mature trees. He asked for approval.     

Questions of Applicant 
Mr. Halton clarified the applicants proposed to plant trees in the public right of way along 2nd Street 
where cars currently parked. They had not yet discussed that with the City. Setting the house 
further back would not only affect garage access, but also the plan for off street parking.   

Staff was asked and acknowledged that their determination that removal would create asymmetry 
was subjective. They visualized what the view of the tree canopy be without the subject tree.   

Public Testimony 
Proponent 
Tony Marnella, PO Box 1988, Lake Oswego (97035), a real estate broker, discussed neighborhood 
property values. He advised that because of the amount of mature trees in and around the area 
there would be no way to appraise the amount of reduction in value resulting from removing either 
of the trees proposed to be removed. In regard to alternative site plans that would lessen impact on 
trees he noted the applicants had a very fair alternative in that they were making an effort to source 
large trees of the same species to plant in the right-of-way as the neighbor to the north had done.  
It would mitigate removal and create the streetscape. He noted that a reduction of 182 square feet 
to comply with maximum permitted lot coverage would only equate to moving the house back 
about three feet - not the 13.5 feet necessary to save the subject tree.   

Opponent 
Shirin Doratotaj, 764 2nd St. (97034), submitted a photograph of the subject tree. She discussed 
that it added much to the view of and majestic feel of 2nd Street. It was the last of a line of tall trees 
that offered shade, habitat and strong ties to nature. It had taken many years for the tree to grow to 
27 inches so it was not easily replaced. Street trees further north were much smaller and younger. 
She wanted to preserve the natural beauty. She saw it as a very fair compromise that the City had 
already approved removal of one of the two trees the applicants asked to remove. She noted the 
new home would only need to be moved back by 13 feet to keep the tree.   

Rebuttal 
None. 

Deliberations 
No one asked to keep the record open for additional evidence or testimony. The applicants waived 
their right to keep the record open in order to submit a final written argument. Chair Ahrend opened 
deliberations.   

Ms. Melendez asked to discuss Criteria 1 and 3. She recalled staff had found that Criterion 1 was 
not met. She noted there was a question whether the subject tree was in the buildable area or not.  
She recalled when a tree was that close to buildable area it was frequently allowed to be removed 
because maintaining it in good health was difficult when the foundation was so close to the root 
structure. She noted the building was allowed to go up to the 20-foot setback line and another six 
feet beyond that for a front porch. She posed the question whether it was fair to demand that the 
applicants shift the building if the subject tree was on the edge of the buildable area.     

Mr. Shearer noted that they did not have a plan showing where the house was going to be after it 
was reduced to a size that met Code. Ms. Melendez discussed that if it was a rectangle it would 
have to be moved back about 13 feet in order not to impact the tree; however, that amount of 
reduction of building area could be squeezed out here and there in a different configuration that 
might not make much difference in the size of the rear yard or how far back the building had to be 
shifted. She and Mr. Rabbino each observed if the house was pushed back the applicants would 
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still have a lot of back yard space. She noted the garage could open to the alley instead of to the 
side. He noted removal of any cedar trees that might be necessary for a garage was not before the 
Commission. He indicated his sense from what he saw in the record was that the house could be 
shifted back and the tree saved. Mr. Ahrend noted that Criterion 1 was very broad language that 
removal was for landscaping purposes or development allowed per Lake Oswego Code. 

Mr. Poulson recalled that in past cases staff had not allowed tree removal if the maximum building 
footprint could be placed somewhere within allowable lot coverage without impacting the tree. He 
indicated he believed that could be done in this case.       

The Commissioners discussed Criterion 3 that removal was to have no significant negative impact 
on the character, aesthetics and property value of the neighborhood. Staff had found it was not 
met. Ms. Melendez recalled when she visited the site and looked from north to south along the 
street she observed that the American chestnut, English walnut, and a large cedar tree created a 
layering effect. She anticipated if the chestnut and walnut tree were removed the cedar tree would 
still provide enough character to maintain the tree-lined effect and the character of the 
neighborhood.   

Ms. Melendez discussed that the character of the neighborhood over the past ten to fifteen years 
had been to pull larger trees toward the street to create the tree-lined street effect. She contrasted 
that with the fact the subject tree was far back at 20 feet from the street. She discussed that if the  
house was pushed back another 13 feet it would create an irregular setback in relation to the built 
environment’s relation to the street.   

Mr. Rabbino discussed that it was troubling to deny someone doing something on their property 
based on a criterion as subjective as Criterion 3. Whether removal would create asymmetry was in 
the eye of the beholder and any asymmetry might only exist for a few years as the applicants had 
offered to plant a 16-foot tall tree closer to the street. A tree that large would provide immediate 
canopy and then continue to grow.   

Mr. Smith discussed that he had been struck by the difference looking up and down the street from 
the site. He had looked north and observed that the big trees had been taken out. He looked south 
and saw beautiful canopy. He suggested they should try to keep the canopy that was left.   

Mr. Ahrend had observed the differences looking north and south. He had imagined the view 
looking south if the American chestnut and English walnut were removed and concluded that if it 
were gone the other trees beside it would still be there so it would not really change neighborhood 
feel.   

Mr. Poulson discussed that the applicants were trying to fit a house plan they wanted on the lot and 
not a house plan designed for the lot, which could be a different configuration that would allow the 
house to be located just as close to the street as other houses without impacting the subject tree.  
He indicated he tended to agree with staff because he thought the Code said one should try to 
work with the existing conditions. Ms. Melendez agreed the proposed building was not designed for 
the site but she noted it was in the buildable area inside the setbacks. Mr. Rabbino and Mr. Ahrend 
recalled the building footprint was going to have to be reduced in size to comply with the lot 
coverage limit. Mr. Prichard advised it would be fairly easy to redesign the house to allowable 
square footage, configured to save the tree, but that was not within the scope of the hearing. The 
proposed house was straight across the front, so it would have to be moved back to keep the tree.     

Mr. Prichard discussed that the subject walnut tree was not a very good specimen; it was not 
particularly handsome or long-lived; and it was reported to only be in fair condition. He and Mr. 
Shearer suggested it might have been planted as a front yard tree sometime after the existing 
house was built. Mr. Prichard discussed that it was the cedar tree with a spectacular structure next 
to the American chestnut tree, together with the new street trees that would grow larger over time, 
which would provide symmetry and the appearance of a tree-lined street. He remarked that the 
subject tree was so close to the building envelope it was not something he would try to plan 
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around. Mr. Shearer indicated he did not think the tree would be missed if removed. He indicated 
he tended to like the idea of having the houses on 2nd Street pulled forward and that allowing that 
might be a better solution for the neighborhood.   

Mr. Rabbino referred to the photographs in Exhibit G-203, pointing out there were no trees of any 
significance on one side of the subject walnut tree and that view was completely unimpeded; and, 
that there were very significant trees on the other side of it. He anticipated that if it was removed it 
would not materially change the overall look of the street because one would be looking at the big 
cedar tree beyond it. He indicated from looking at the photographs he was not sure it created any 
symmetry that otherwise did not exist.   

Mr. Prichard discussed maintaining neighborhood character of one and a half story homes by 
allowing the house to be pulled forward to the street so it could maintain a low profile. Mr. Ahrend 
agreed that could be a good solution if they conditioned approval on replacing the tree with the size 
replacement tree the applicants proposed; planting the street trees in the right-of-way subject to 
City approval; and perhaps also with a condition that required that they maintain as many cedar 
trees as possible in the back along the alley. Mr. Prichard discussed that he would prefer a more 
interesting replacement tree with more character than another English walnut tree. Mr. Ahrend 
clarified it should be a larger size mitigation tree and he could agree to a different species.   

Mr. Poulson noted the language of the criterion was ‘Removal of the tree will not have a significant 
negative impact.’ However what he had heard the Commissioners discuss so far was that keeping 
the tree would have that impact because it would force the house back on the lot; it was not a 
handsome tree; and that eliminating the tree would help fulfill the goal of the FAN Neighborhood.  
Ms. Melendez recalled they had discussed that it might be better to have the tree closer to the 
street.     
 
Ms. Melendez asked for clarification in regard to when and why they had to consider an alternative 
location of the building.  Mr. Pishvaie clarified aspects of Criterion 3. Those were that it specified 
significant negative impact - not just negative impact; and, that it would not be necessary to look at 
alternative plans that would save the tree if the Commission found removal would not have 
significant negative impact. Staff confirmed owners could remove trees if they were Nuisance, 
Hazard or Dead trees; and, they could remove trees for landscaping purposes (no matter how far 
from the house the trees were) and for development with a Type II Permit. He acknowledged that it 
was a subjective determination. Each decision the Commission made helped establish/add factors 
to be considered in future decisions regarding Type II tree removal applications.    

Mr. Pishvaie offered the perspective that the applicants’ lot was about 50% larger and 50% wider 
than a typical lot in the R-6 zone. The allowable lot coverage for a building of the height the 
applicants proposed was 3,060 s.f. Because that was almost 1,800 s.f. smaller than the buildable 
area created by the setbacks there was plenty of room to design a house in the buildable area. If 
the Commission found removal of the subject tree would have significant negative impact on 
neighborhood character, then they could ask for and consider alternative site plans. They need not 
try to fit the plan the applicants’ currently proposed on the site by, for example, moving it back.      

Mr. Shearer discussed that Criterion 3 was very subjective. He indicated he did not think removal 
would hurt the property values of the neighborhood. He agreed it was possible to move the house 
back but questioned that would make the neighborhood better. He wanted clarification if staff was 
asking the Commission to decide that. Mr. Pishvaie agreed it was a subjective standard and 
advised the Commission to be clear what factors they considered in determining that removal 
would or would not have significant negative impact. They could add to the list of factors staff had 
compiled from prior decisions such as stature, age, structure, maturity, how rare the species was, 
and contribution to the skyline. He advised that if the Commission found removal would not have 
significant negative impact then it did not have to look at alternative site plans. The only time to ask 
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for alternative plans was after they found there was significant negative impact associated with a 
tree removal.   

Staff was asked and clarified in regard to how far the house would have to be moved back. The 
total tree protection area recommended by the City Arborist was 26 feet diameter; however, she 
had indicated it could be smaller and the house could be closer to the tree if they used an 
alternative foundation construction method. Mr. Prichard recalled people who built close to a tree 
and years later applied for its removal as a Hazard tree. He saw that as being counterproductive. 

Mr. Ahrend polled the Commissioners regarding whether removal would have a significant 
negative impact on the neighborhood character (Criterion 3). Mr. Rabbino indicated he tended to 
think it would not in that there were plenty of large trees near the subject tree that would provide 
the same visual effect from the same vantage point. He noted its health was ‘fair,’ not ‘very good.’  
Mr. Prichard, Ms. Melendez and Mr. Ahrend each voiced agreement that removal would not have a 
significant negative impact. Mr. Ahrend indicated he thought the tree could be removed after 
looking at the entirety of the plan and landscaping with all of the trees on the lot that would be 
preserved and the street trees to be planted. He noted the subject walnut was only in fair condition 
and was not a great specimen.   

Mr. Poulson indicated that he did not think removal would have significant impact on the character 
and aesthetics of the neighborhood. However, he explained that did not mean he thought the 
application met all of the criteria, including Criteria 1 and 2. Mr. Smith indicated he agreed with staff 
that the application did not meet the criteria and he did not support the appeal.   

Ms. Melendez moved to approve the appeal of AP 15-02 [TR 499-15-01257]. There was 
discussion that clarified that the applicants had offered to mitigate removal with a minimum 16-foot 
tall replacement tree but there was no related condition requiring it; and, that a requirement to plant 
two street trees was a development code requirement to be applied in another process.     

Ms. Melendez revised her motion, moving to approve the appeal AP 15-02 [TR 499-15-01257] 
with an additional condition calling for a minimum 16-foot tall mitigation tree. Mr. Rabbino 
seconded.   

The applicants were invited to comment on the additional condition of approval and did not. The 
vote was conducted and the motion passed 5:2 with Mr. Poulson and Mr. Smith voting no. The 
vote on the findings, conclusion and order was scheduled on May 18, 2015, at 7:00 p.m.   

=== 

AP 15-01 [LU 14-0045]:  An appeal by Jonathan Snell of a staff decision approving the following 
requests by Robert and Salumeh Loesch:  

• A 2-parcel minor partition;  
• A minor variance to the determination of the front yard setback and dwelling orientation of a 

flag lot; and  
• A minor variance to access lane width.  

Location of Property: 3240 Upper Drive (Tax Lot 2800 of Tax Map 2 1E 8DB). Staff coordinator is 
Leslie Hamilton, Senior Planner. 

Chair Ahrend opened the hearing. Mr. Boone outlined the applicable criteria and procedure. At 
time of declarations each of the commissioners related his/her business/occupation and Mr. 
Prichard, Ms. Melendez, Mr. Ahrend and Mr. Poulson each reported making a site visit. Mr. 
Shearer reported he had been involved with a slide mitigation project in the area many years ago.  
No one challenged any commissioner’s right to hear the matter.   
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Staff Report 
Ms. Hamilton presented the report. The partition would divide an existing flag lot into two flag lots 
(Parcels 1 and 2). The existing house was on Parcel 1 at the end of the existing driveway from 
Upper Drive that initially ran in an easement over 3250 Upper Drive. Mr. Snell, the owner of 3250 
Upper Drive, was appealing the staff decision to approve.   

Staff showed photographs of the existing, 12-foot-wide, driveway, existing buffering fencing and 
vegetation, another driveway that paralleled part of the subject driveway, the existing house on 
Parcel 1, and the Snell home. They noted the applicants did not propose to make any changes to 
the access lane over the Snell parcel or to the existing vegetative buffering on the east side. The 
applicants proposed to expand the driveway access past the Snell property. The portion of the 
driveway that served their Parcels 1 and 2 would conform to Flag Lot standards that called for a 
20-foot access easement. The requested variance would allow the segment of driveway over the 
Snell property to remain at the existing 12-foot width. Staff advised the access lane landscape 
buffering requirement could be waived due to topography or lot configuration.   

The applicants asked for a minor variance to the dwelling orientation standard on Parcel 1 toward 
the access lane or the projection of the access lane. The existing house on Parcel 1 was oriented 
toward the north and Upper Drive, not toward the access lane.   

Ms. Hamilton discussed applicable minor variance criteria, highlighting the aspect that granting the 
variance would not be materially injurious to properties and improvements within 300 feet of the 
site. She noted there were three existing driveways in fairly close proximity with existing 
landscaping and fencing that buffered on one side that would not be changed, so there would be 
no significant visual impact to either neighbor from what existed today.   

Staff discussed the Hillside Protection standard cited in the appeal request. The criteria related to 
areas in slide zones called for a licensed engineer to certify that methods of rendering the site safe 
for construction were feasible, and to provide a report with recommendations on site preparation 
and construction methods to minimize the hazard. She presented the City’s map of slide areas and 
pointed out which properties were in such areas. Staff proposed related conditions of approval that 
had to be met before any grading or building permit was issued for building on the newly created 
lot. They called for submission of a surface water disposal plan and incorporating the 
recommendations in the geotechnical report with options to either use a higher than normal safety 
factor in sizing or provide for overflow to an additional surface water facility.   

Staff recommended approval of the application subject to the conditions of approval listed in the 
April 24, 2015 Staff Memorandum.     

Questions of Staff 
Ms. Hamilton clarified the following: The existing paved 12-foot wide easement was not proposed 
to be changed; the Fire Department had approved the entire length of the driveway, including the 
easement segment, provided the future structure on Parcel 2 was sprinklered; and the Snell 
property on Upper Drive had its own separate driveway. She clarified that current Flag Lot 
standards required the front yard be oriented toward the access lane or a projection of the access 
lane. The required setbacks were 10’ (dwelling) and 20’ (garage entrance). She clarified the 
proposed access started at 12-feet wide and then began to transition to a full 20-foot wide 
easement over Parcel 2.   

Staff had found and factored into their decision to grant the variance on Parcel 1 that there was no 
opportunity to continue the access lane over that parcel because of the steep drop off to railroad 
tracks. She clarified that any future structure on Parcel 1 would also have to be sprinklered. In 
response to a concern that those on the lots in front of Parcel 1 might block fire access she 
advised access requirements called for keeping them unimpeded.     
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Mr. Poulson observed it was possible for neighbors to have a shared access. Staff had not 
reviewed that because there was no requirement to look off site for access consolidation. Mr. 
Poulson inquired if studies had been done regarding infiltration and drainage issues in the area 
that might activate a slide. Ms. Rooney related that there had not been a comprehensive study.   

Mr. Ahrend related he had seen an indication that a portion of the existing driveway might be 
several inches outside the easement. Staff could not confirm that and noted encroachment would 
be an issue between the property owner and easement holders.   

Mr. Smith noted the setbacks on Parcel 2 would have to be measured from the slanted edge of the 
access line. Ms. Hamilton advised that the Commission had the authority to apply a condition to 
address that if they decided to. She confirmed that a garage opening facing the access had to be 
set back 20 feet, but if it was a side-loading garage that did not open toward the access lane the 
wall could be set back 10 feet. She confirmed that if the access lane was 20-feet wide and the lane 
was not slanted the wall of a side-loading garage could be 30 feet from the east property line.    

Ms. Rooney was asked and clarified that the applicants could connect to the existing small, but 
adequate, public sewer line on the east side of the property and the water line in Upper Drive. Mr. 
Ahrend observed that the easement language indicated it was for utilities as well as access.   

Applicant 
Salumeh Loesch 3240 Upper Dr., one of the applicants, and their attorney, Christopher Kovack, 
520 SW Yamhill St., Ste. 235, Portland, Oregon testified for the applicants. Mrs. Loesch related 
they had purchased the property years ago anticipating partitioning it to help fund remodeling of 
their existing house. She reported that there were no cracks in the 1956 vintage home. They had 
followed the rules - consulting staff and hiring professional engineers – and staff had approved the 
application. She asked the Commission to uphold the staff decision. 

Mr. Kovack addressed issues that had been raised. In regard to Hillside Protection the applicants 
had submitted the required geotechnical report from a professional engineer who had analyzed 
historical information and the slide map and concluded the site was suitable for partitioning and 
development of a single-family residence. Parcel 2 was not in a slide area but a part of it was 60 
feet away from one. One small corner of the site sloped down towards the slide area. That area 
was far removed from the recommended area for building, which was basically flat (Exhibit E-3). 
The applicants’ engineer had specific recommendations to address slope stability and concern 
about stormwater. Those included designing the surface water disposal system with a safety factor 
of being over capacity and locating it where it would lessen the potential for surface flow towards 
the east side of the property. Water that fell on it now was infiltrating and not running towards the 
slide area because it did not slope towards the slide area. The infiltration test pit was dug on the far 
west side of the lot, which was the logical place to infiltrate water on a site to keep it from going 
where it should not go.     

The attorney explained the applicants proposed to feather in wider access going from 12 feet to 20 
feet wide on Parcel 2 because that made sense. They proposed no changes to the easement 
segment because they had to stay within the easement area. If the grantor ever agreed to expand 
the easement the applicants were fine with 20 feet. In regard to fire access over the easement he 
advised people were not allowed to block it. He related the applicants knew and agreed that when 
they remodeled the existing house, the Fire Department would require it to be sprinklered.   

Mr. Kovack discussed the opponent’s contention that a 20’ easement gave them better protection 
than a 12’ driveway in regard to aspects such as speeding. He indicated the applicants were not 
going to speed on the driveway with their kids there. He noted the driveway the opponent showed 
was still 12’ wide. He responded to the contention that there would be better infiltration with a 20’ 
driveway. He said the question was what the additional impacts on the 12’ easement were if it was 
not going to be changed; if one additional house was using it; and if the same amount of water was 
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going to fall on the same amount of impervious surface (12 feet) whether or not another house 
used it.    

The attorney advised that the opponent’s issue regarding whether the easement was intended for 
this scope and might be overburdened was a private matter to be resolved by a court. He said the 
Code required the applicants to provide proof they had an easement and they had provided a legal 
recorded easement that ran with the land and benefitted Parcels 1 and 2. He said he did not think it 
was being overburdened with only one new dwelling using it when the grantors did not use it and 
would not be impacted by it at all.   

Mr. Kovack contrasted that the applicants had submitted a full geotechnical report which had been 
reviewed and accepted by the City Engineer. The opponent had provided a one-page letter from 
an engineer who had not done a soils study and just said he did not think they did enough. In 
regard to the opponent’s issue regarding sight distance the applicants had a formal engineer’s 
report that addressed it using stopping distance (as ASHTO guidelines allowed) on one side where 
it was not 280 feet. The applicants’ expert concluded there was 160 feet, which satisfied the 
required stopping distance of 155 feet at 25 mph. The City Engineer had found the report 
acceptable.   

The attorney agreed with the staff finding that granting the variance to access width would cause 
no material injury to any property within 300 feet. He discussed that the impact on the easement 
would be use by one new family; the grantor did not use it; it was buffered by an existing fence and 
existing vegetation; and not much would change.    

Mr. Kovack noted staff had put some teeth in the conditions of approval by detailing specific 
conditions related to drainage and requiring review and approval of the final access before any 
building could take place.     

Public Testimony – Proponents 
Michael Buck, 3155 Edgemont Rd. (97035), testifying as an individual, related that the Lake Grove 
Neighborhood Association board was familiar with area slide issues. They were not as concerned 
about this property because it was relatively flat and not proximate. The house next door, which 
was being remodeled, was much more proximate to the slide area. He discussed that what was 
proposed fit the norm in the vicinity of 3-parcel flag lot developments.  

Bernadette Herrington, 3240 Edgemont Rd.(97035), past chair of the Lake Grove Neighborhood 
Association, recalled that Mr. Snell had been the only opponent when the applicants explained 
what they intended to do on their property. She did not believe there was a firm basis for his 
opposition because his remarks during that meeting seemed to indicate he preferred to see trees 
over his fence and not another house. She asked the Commission to approve the application.   

Opponent 
Jonathan Snell, 3250 Upper Dr., confirmed that he preferred seeing trees on the Loesch property 
between their houses, but clarified that he was going to focus on the criteria. He noted that prior to 
issuance of the staff report he had raised three issues: 

1. The code-required width of access way was 20 feet, but the variance would keep its width over 
his property at 12 feet or 60% of what it had to be. Was that good enough? 

2. He had submitted written information from professional engineers, Craig LaVielle and Scott 
Burns, that raised the issue of slope stability. Mr. LaVielle indicated there was insufficient 
characterization to evaluate slope stability risk. Mr. Burns drew attention to the tension between 
requiring onsite disposal of stormwater and slope stability issues. 

3. There was a legal issue whether the terms of the easement agreement allowed them to bring in 
a third party.   
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Mr. Snell presented and discussed a matrix and drawing (Exhibits G-201 and G-202) comparing 
the 20-foot access way scenario with the 12-foot scenario. He discussed that granting the variance 
would have cumulative materially injurious impacts to neighbors. The 20-foot easement was a 
code-compliant easement width accommodating a 12-foot meandering driveway that had the 
community benefits of safety (traffic calming/less risk of vehicle-pedestrian conflict) and 
opportunities for planting 40% of the easement area in vegetation for buffering, screening and 
infiltration. If the variance was granted allowing the 12 foot scenario there was no incentive to have 
a shared driveway with adjacent 3230 Upper Drive. 

Mr. Snell related the pavement and a water line that had been installed went outside of the 
easement and vehicles regularly drove outside of the easement and onto the grass. It would clearly 
be materially injurious during demolition/construction when vehicles left big tracks. He asked the 
Commission to keep in mind that the 20-foot access way standard had been adopted because of 
its anticipated community benefits. He advised the commissioners to rely on the professionals’ 
reports evaluating slope stability and landslide hazard because the City’s Landslide Hazard Map 
was from 1976.   

Questions of Opponent 
When asked if he was opposed to widening the easement over his property to 20 feet Mr. Snell 
responded that he was willing to engage in negotiations. He had provided the comparison of 
scenarios because staff had advised him to do that. He confirmed that he had not brought his 
geotechnical expert with him. He related that he had a bachelor’s degree in geology and a master’s 
degree in environmental science and had once been a registered professional geologist.   

Colleen Scott, 3250 Upper Dr. (97035), did not come forward to testify when her name was called. 

Neither for Nor Against 
Jerry Nierengarten, 15561 Twin Fir Rd. (97035), stated he was Chair of the Lake Grove 
Neighborhood Association but testifying as an individual. His concern was the potential that 
additional stormwater might increase the slope hazard on the east side. He referred to conditions 
recommended in the staff report relating to a stormwater disposal plan which required all 
stormwater on the partitioned lot to be infiltrated and that under no circumstances was excess flow 
to be directed down slope towards the landslide. He indicated that if the applicants could 
demonstrate that he did not see why the neighborhood association would have any concerns about 
aggravating a problem that was 150 or 200 feet away. That was why he was neutral.     

Rebuttal 
Mr. Kovack discussed that if the opponent was arguing that perhaps some of the asphalt extended 
beyond the easement that would be a legal issue between the parties to the agreement to be 
resolved by a court. The application showed the current driveway as a 12-foot wide paved access 
way; staff had reviewed it as 12 feet wide; and the applicants were not proposing any changes to it.  
He advised that if there was a big benefit from a 20-foot easement and Mr. Snell wanted to grant 
another eight feet his clients did not mind reconstructing the driveway. They would not propose a 
meandering access because that seemed silly, but they would put buffering on both sides.   

Questions of Applicant 
When asked whether the applicants would be willing to make the access 20 feet wide on Parcel 2 
Mr. Kovack confirmed they would, referring to their plan in Exhibit E-3 which he said showed a 
significant amount of vegetation on both sides of the driveway on their property. When asked how 
they would address runoff onto the neighbor’s property if the entire 12-foot easement width was 
paved Mr. Kovack clarified it was paved to that extent now and there was nothing the applicants 
could do about drainage because they would need to go onto someone else’s private property. He 
noted they were widening the access after it reached their own property.    
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Ms. Loesch was asked and confirmed the applicants’ driveway was paved. It was the neighbor’s 
driveway that was not paved. She confirmed the row of boxwood trees on the east side of their 
driveway were the applicants’. The property line was somewhere in between or around the trees.  
Ms. Melendez asked for clarification regarding whether the vegetation was within the easement or 
on the neighbor’s property; and if the asphalt was actually 12 feet wide and within the easement or 
if it encroached onto the neighbor’s property. Ms. Loesch clarified that the applicants had not made 
any changes to the pavement during the time they owned their property. Mr. Ahrend recalled when 
he visited the site it appeared there might be about three feet of landscaping on the east property 
line and perhaps nine or ten feet of paved driveway. Ms. Hamilton said she had not measured but 
thought some of the pavement might not be exactly 12 feet wide. Mr. Ahrend anticipated that when 
they reconstructed the driveway across Parcel 2 they would need to widen it to make it 12 feet 
wide. In that case there would be a small amount of additional impervious area of driveway.  

Mr. Kovack advised the applicants had a legal right to use the 12 foot easement and they could 
comply with having 12 feet of asphalt within the easement if they needed to add to existing paved 
width. Mr. Ahrend noted the proposal was to keep the driveway at its current width and keep the 
existing landscaping along the east boundary along the Snell property and Parcel 2. Mr. Kovack 
explained that if a survey showed the driveway had to be moved one direction or another to be 
within the easement they could still have 12 feet of pavement within the recorded easement.   

Mr. Poulson asked the applicants’ engineer about drainage systems.   

Bruce Goldson, PO Box 1345, Lake Oswego (97035), had done the infiltration test. He related he 
had deemed it “feasible” that he could design a system that would meet the recommendations of 
the geotechnical expert after they had a house plan to go by. He and Mr. Poulson discussed the 
technical details of ways to evaluate and dispose of stormwater. Mr. Goldson clarified that there 
was no storm sewer in the area. They both agreed the soils were fairly good. Mr. Poulson 
suggested the applicants find a runoff solution that was not infiltration, noting the site was near the 
bottom of a basin of bedrock. That would address concerns related to increasing runoff and adding 
water to a potential landslide. In regard to the code calling for infiltration he suggested the City 
Engineer had the prerogative to allow them to do something else. Mr. Goldson estimated the 
infiltration area for a reasonably size house of perhaps 2,500 s.f. would be about 6’ x 14’. It would 
have to be a little bigger if they increased the safety factor.   

Deliberations 
No one asked to keep the record open for additional written testimony or evidence. The applicants 
waived their right to additional time to submit a final written argument. Chair Ahrend opened 
deliberations. He asked and the commissioners confirmed they were ready to deliberate. He 
outlined the issues as creation of a parcel; a minor variance to building orientation; and a minor 
variance to access lane width.     

Mr. Smith and Mr. Ahrend discussed that the applicants had conceded to 20 foot access width on 
Parcel 2 but they still needed the variance to width in the easement over the Snell property as the 
easement was only 12 feet wide. Ms. Melendez noted the applicants did not propose to make any 
changes to that segment regardless of whether the paving there was 12 feet or less in width.     

Staff was asked and clarified that if the access only served one lot it would be considered a 
driveway and the width requirement was 12 feet. The Flag Lot standard required an access lane 
serving two dwelling units to be a minimum 12 feet of pavement wide in a minimum 20-foot wide 
easement with 5-foot wide landscape strip on each side.   

Mr. Ahrend discussed the first criterion for granting a minor variance that granting it would not be 
detrimental to public health or safety or materially injurious to properties or improvements within 
300 feet of the property. He questioned that a variance allowing the access to be only 12 feet wide 
was appropriate if the standard was 20 feet plus additional width for landscaping on each side, 
making it a total of 30 feet wide.     
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Staff related they had approved many similar requests for variances to the Flag Lot access way 
width standard and this was not precedent-setting. The Code identified it as a minor variance. Flag 
Lot standards offered the flexibility to reduce or waive the landscaping requirement under certain 
conditions, such as existing development patterns and topography. In this case the existing 
condition was that the applicants did not own or control the property over which part of the access 
ran so they could not widen it there. The Fire Department had approved the proposal provided the 
houses were sprinklered.   

The Commissioners wanted to know exactly what the Fire Marshal had approved and if he had 
looked at the amount of paving. Staff read his statement aloud: ‘The access does not currently 
meet Fire Code but is approved with the proposed alternate method of residential fire sprinklers 
throughout.’ That meant that any new structure on the new parcel and any remodel on the back 
parcel would require sprinklers.   

Mr. Rabbino indicated he thought the first criterion was met because the agency in the City that 
had the greatest interest in having the access standard met for reasons of public safety had 
determined the proposal was okay as long as the width was increased to 20 feet after it was 
beyond the Snell property and there were sprinklers in the homes. He noted the applicants had 
already conceded that they were willing to widen the access to 20 feet as soon as it reached the 
Parcel 2 property line. The Commission could add that as a condition of approval.   

Mr. Poulson supported imposing that condition because he imagined a scenario of a fire at the 
applicants’ house when cars blocked the earlier portion of the access lane and the Fire Department 
could not get there. When advised that people were not allowed to block the access he discussed 
mitigating the possibility of obstruction before and not after the fact.    

Ms. Melendez discussed that the variance to access drive width seem reasonable. The suggested 
new condition did not seem necessary if they were only adding use by one additional dwelling unit.  
Use as a private drive for two instead of one family was not heavy use. It would be a physical 
challenge to immediately increase the width to 20 feet useable area.   

Mr. Prichard supported expanding the easement to 20’ wide as soon as it got past the property 
line. If the Snell property was ever redeveloped that segment of the access could also be 
increased to 20’ wide. Then the entire roadway would be aligned, landscaped and 20’ wide. He 
was concerned about approving something that would allow even more encroachment on 3250 
Upper Drive, noting the pavement might be over the easement line now. When asked, staff 
indicated it was likely there might be enough room for one more house on 3250 Upper Drive and 
that development could use either one of the two accesses they currently had. Mr. Ahrend recalled 
the easement agreement said it was for the benefit of both parcels.   

Mr. Shearer indicated he had no problem approving the partition and the variance to building 
orientation. The minor variance to access width would grant what existed now. If staff and the Fire 
Department thought it could be tapered as the applicants proposed he could agree to that. Ms. 
Melendez related that she could not imagine any future owner giving up another eight feet of 3250 
Upper Drive to enlarge the easement because they would lose side yard.     

Mr. Rabbino explained that he had responded to the applicants’ willingness to widen the access to 
20 feet once it reached Parcel 2 but he was not going to insist on making it a condition of approval.  
They had the option to do it if they wished and it might make it easier in the future if 3250 Upper 
Drive used the road. He noted the long period of time the properties had been using it without a 
problem. He indicated he did not think use by an additional house would be a problem.   

Mr. Poulson reasoned that the nearest fire hydrant was down Upper Road and too far away for a 
fire hose so the Fire Department would have to drive the fire truck to the back lot if there was a fire 
there. Mr. Rabbino noted the Department seemed to feel they would be able to get their truck up 
the easement. He would rely on their judgment in regard to that. Ms. Melendez noted the houses 
would have sprinklers. Mr. Prichard questioned that the Fire Department was going to take their 
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trucks over the easement. The trucks would need more maneuvering and turning around room. He 
recalled situations where the Fire Department wanted 20 feet without obstruction.     

Mr. Prichard discussed that the Flag Lot ordinance called for applicants to ‘minimize the 
disturbance of natural resources.’ They were going to have to cut almost all of the trees on the new 
lot to build on it. He suggested the applicants try to negotiate an agreement with Mr. Snell to 
preserve trees along the joint property line in exchange for widening the easement. Mr. Ahrend and 
Mr. Rabbino each observed that it was not part of the proposal.   

Mr. Shearer moved to deny the appeal and approve the application [LU 14-0045]. Mr. Rabbino 
seconded clarifying that he did not want to add any additional conditions to what staff had 
recommended. The motion passed 4:3 with Mr. Poulson, Ms. Melendez, Mr. Shearer and Mr. 
Rabbino voting yes and Mr. Ahrend, Mr. Prichard and Mr. Smith voting no. The vote on the 
findings, conclusions and order was scheduled on May 18, 2015, at 7:00 p.m.   

GENERAL PLANNING AND OTHER BUSINESS 
The Planning Commission invited the Commission to join them for ethics training on July 27 at 6:30 
p.m.   

ADJOURNMENT 
There being no other business Chair Ahrend adjourned the meeting at approximately10:15 p.m. 

Respectfully submitted, 
 
 
Janice Reynolds 
Administrative Support 

 


